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A Teenage Girl's Guide to Being Fabulous Jul 26 2019 Being a teenage girl in
2015 has never been tougher. Sexting, trolling, grooming and the sexualisation of
girls at ever younger ages means growing up in the 21st Century is like walking a
tightrope without a safety net. So how do you get through it unscathed? A Teenage
Girl's Guide To Being Fabulous, by the broadcaster and journalist Suzanne Virdee,
helps girls to aspire and achieve. It shows girls how to navigate through those
potentially difficult teenage years and to emerge strong, confident and make them
see they truly are Fabulous. It's uplifting and inspiring and practical. This book
explodes the creeping belief that 'sexting' and being treated as sex objects by boys
is just something girls have to put up with. It's not aimed at telling girls what to
think but instead encourages them to think for themselves. It helps girls understand
the way the world works while not being crushed by it. It's impossible to feel
anything but positive and empowered when reading this. It's a teenage girl's best
friend in paperback!
Better Presentations Jun 16 2021 Whether you are a university professor,
researcher at a think tank, graduate student, or analyst at a private firm, chances are
that at some point you have presented your work in front of an audience. Most of
us approach this task by converting a written document into slides, but the result is
often a text-heavy presentation saddled with bullet points, stock images, and graphs
too complex for an audience to decipher—much less understand. Presenting is
fundamentally different from writing, and with only a little more time, a little more
effort, and a little more planning, you can communicate your work with force and
clarity. Designed for presenters of scholarly or data-intensive content, Better
Presentations details essential strategies for developing clear, sophisticated, and
visually captivating presentations. Following three core principles—visualize,
unify, and focus—Better Presentations describes how to visualize data effectively,
find and use images appropriately, choose sensible fonts and colors, edit text for
powerful delivery, and restructure a written argument for maximum engagement
and persuasion. With a range of clear examples for what to do (and what not to do),
the practical package offered in Better Presentations shares the best techniques to
display work and the best tactics for winning over audiences. It pushes presenters
past the frustration and intimidation of the process to more effective, memorable,
and persuasive presentations.
How to Present Jul 18 2021 Learn the secrets of successful speaking,
communicating and presenting Do you get nervous when presenting at work? Do
you want to showcase your knowledge, influence people and accelerate your
career? How to Present reveals the winning formulas that ensure you are a
confident, clear and influential presenter every time. Presentation skills expert
Michelle Bowden shares her internationally proven system for exceptional

presenting, starting with analysis (plan what you would like to achieve), then
design (put your presentation together) and delivery (communicate your message
for results). This second edition is fully updated with all new strategies for
presenting in online and hybrid sessions. Presenting online can be effective and
engaging—you just need to know what to do, and then do it! How to Present will
help you: maximise your impact in meetings, conferences and conversations
manage your nerves so you feel calm and confident engage your audience and
master the art of persuasion structure your message cleverly and with deliver with
authority command attention and achieve your goals Whether you're speaking to
one person or thousands, live or online, this is the essential guide to becoming an
outstanding presenter who is memorable for all the right reasons!
International Handbook of Medical Education Jan 12 2021 The International
Handbook of Medical Education: A Guide for Students takes the lead by giving
students access to basic medical education, knowledge and skills, presented in a
simple and interactive format. This handbook provides students with a tool to guide
them on the road to success during their academic lives and beyond by helping to
improve study skills, such as reading, writing, searching and research, and giving
students essential information on assessment skills, such as answering multiple
choice questions and preparing for objective structured clinical examination.
Telling History May 28 2022 Dramatic impersonations accompanied by informed
discussions are becoming increasingly popular methods of educating visitors to
museums and historical sites. This is the first book to provide step-by-step
instructions for how to conceive, plan, publicize, present, and pay for such
historical presentations.
The Presenter's Fieldbook Nov 02 2022 This guidebook is ideal for anyone who
has ever had to stand up in front of a group and make a presentation — novices and
experts alike! This book is a practical hands-on resource full of ideas and successproven strategies that not only put you at ease when you’re the focus of everyone’s
attention, but actually help you improve the effectiveness of your presentations.
The Modern Presenter's Handbook Jun 04 2020 A practical guide for those who
have to give speeches, reports, talks or lectures as part of their job. Contains
presentation technologies such as computer graphics and presentation software
packages as well as checklists for every step involved in the preparation and
delivery of successful presentations. Sets out in eight steps the guidelines for a
successful presentation, from research and preparation to delivery. Includes an
index. The author has given hundreds of presentations as spokesperson for
companies and industry groups.
Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents Nov 29 2019
The Presenter's EZ Graphics Kit Sep 07 2020 This book offers professionals,
who must give oral presentations, a wealth of ideas for the creation and utilization
of graphics and visual aids to provide maximum impact for their presentations. The

step-by-step format ranges from simple flip charts to complex computer-generated
graphics. Useful stencils provide instant art.
Presentation Zen Oct 09 2020 FOREWORD BY GUY KAWASAKI Presentation
designer and internationally acclaimed communications expert Garr Reynolds,
creator of the most popular Web site on presentation design and delivery on the
Net — presentationzen.com — shares his experience in a provocative mix of
illumination, inspiration, education, and guidance that will change the way you
think about making presentations with PowerPoint or Keynote. Presentation Zen
challenges the conventional wisdom of making "slide presentations" in today’s
world and encourages you to think differently and more creatively about the
preparation, design, and delivery of your presentations. Garr shares lessons and
perspectives that draw upon practical advice from the fields of communication and
business. Combining solid principles of design with the tenets of Zen simplicity,
this book will help you along the path to simpler, more effective presentations.
Project Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation: A Guide for Nurses and
Interprofessional Teams Mar 02 2020 Project Planning and Management: A
Guide for Nurses and Interprofessional Teams, Fourth Edition serves as a primary
resource for students developing and implementing clinical projects as a
requirement for course completion. Additionally, the text also serves as a guide for
faculty and preceptors who assist students in identifying clinical and management
gaps as well as in initiating projects.
The Comprehensive Guide to Successful Conferences and Meetings Sep 27
2019 Abstract: This book is a step-by-step guide to planning productive
conferences and meetings. The authors begin with a discussion of conferences and
meetings, including definitions of terms commonly used in the planning process.
Next, each aspect of designing a conference is presented. Included are the
following topics: site selection, meeting rooms, speakers, audiovisuals, food and
beverage events, exhibits, marketing, public relations, transportation,
entertainment, budgeting, registration, and program books. The authors conclude
with chapters on evaluation, conduting the conference, and resources for those who
plan conferences and meetings. Each chapter begins with a checklist of items
which should be considered in that particular step of the process and then addresses
each of the items on the checklist in more detail.
HBR Guides to Being an Effective Manager Collection (5 Books) (HBR Guide
Series) Nov 09 2020 Master the most critical professional skills with this fivevolume set that covers topics from personal effectiveness to leading others. This
specially priced collection includes books from the HBR Guide series on the topics
of Getting the Right Work Done, Better Business Writing, Persuasive
Presentations, Making Every Meeting Matter, and Project Management. You'll
learn how to: Prioritize and stay focused Overcome procrastination Conquer email
overload Push past writer's block Create powerful visuals Establish credibility with

tough audiences Moderate lively conversations and regain control of wayward
meetings Build a strong project team Create a realistic schedule--and stay on track
Manage stakeholders' expectations Arm yourself with the advice you need to
succeed on the job, with the most trusted brand in business. Packed with how-to
essentials from leading experts, the HBR Guides provide smart answers to your
most pressing work challenges.
Healthy Caregiving Jul 06 2020 Patricia Smith is the founder and CEO of the
Compassion Fatigue Awareness Project(c), the outreach division of Healthy
Caregiving, LLC. As a certified Compassion Fatigue Specialist with 20 years of
training experience, she writes, speaks and facilities workshops in service of those
who care for others in all caregiving professions. Patricia has authored two training
manuals, a presenter's guide and a student workbook, titled: Healthy Caregiving: A
Guide to Recognizing and Managing Compassion Fatigue: Level 1. Her new book,
To Weep for a Stranger: Compassion Fatigue in Caregiving, is a comprehensive
look at compassion fatigue, its causes and symptoms, and how to begin the healing
process. With a background in journalism, Patricia's writing has appeared in
numerous publications, including the San Jose Mercury News where she was a
freelance journalist for nearly 20 years.. As training and development manager for
the Humane Society Silicon Valley, she created and implemented a critical shelterwide compassion fatigue project. Her work in this field led to presenting
workshops nationwide as a consultant for American Humane, a national
organization advocating children and animal rights. Patricia is the recipient of the
"Excellence in Writing Award," presented by the National League of American
Pen Women. Under her direction, Ronald McDonald House at Stanford received
the 2005 "Best Bets" award for its "Healing Arts" program. She was awarded the
2006 Telly Award for her script "Invaders of the National Parks," a documentary
on invasive species created for the National Parks Service. Her clients have
included the University of California, Santa Cruz; Dominican Hospital; O'Connor
Hospital; Jacob's Heart; Hospice Caring Project; Indianapolis Animal Shelter;
Veterinarian Oncologists; Ronald McDonald House at Stanford and the Health
Projects Center, a State of California social services agency.
Resources in Education Oct 21 2021
A Guide to Computer User Support for Help Desk and Support Specialists Jul
30 2022 Equip current and future user-support professionals with the critical
people skills and exceptional technical knowledge necessary to provide outstanding
support with Beisse's A GUIDE TO COMPUTER USER SUPPORT FOR HELP
DESK AND SUPPORT SPECIALISTS, 6E. This useful guide focuses on the
informational resources and technical tools students need most to function
effectively in a support position. Readers develop the skills to handle
troubleshooting and problem solving, successfully communicate with clients,
determine a client's specific needs, and train end-users, as well as handle budgeting

and other management priorities. Clear, balanced coverage in this edition
highlights the latest trends and developments, from Web and e-mail-based support
to assistance with Windows 7 and cloud computing. Engaging special features,
such as Tips and On the Web Pointers, provide important insights, while new
Discussion Questions and Case Projects encourage active participation in the
learning process. Leading professional software HelpSTAR and Microsoft Office
Project Professional 2010 accompany Beisse's A GUIDE TO COMPUTER USER
SUPPORT FOR HELP DESK AND SUPPORT SPECIALISTS, 6E to reinforce
the knowledge and skills your students need for success in today's user-support
positions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Presenting on TV and Radio Apr 26 2022 Aspiring radio and TV presenters will
benefit from the informative and entertaining guidance provided by accomplished
presenter, Janet Trewin. Presenting on TV and Radio is packed with illustrations,
practical exercises and insider tips for improving your presentation skills and
breaking into this competitive industry. Based on the principle that all successful
presentation on TV and radio is dependent on uniform skills applicable to both
mediums, the book begins by explaining basics such as appearance, authority, body
language, diction, scriptwriting, deadlines, technology and working with a copresenter. Valuable insights into key employment issues such as sexism, ageism,
racism and disability are also offered. The different requirements of TV and radio
presentation are then examined, focusing on each specialist area in detail and with
tips from professionals in the business. These include: presenting news in the
studio as an anchor and as a reporter on the road; current affairs and features
involving live and recorded material; DJ'ing; light entertainment (e.g. game shows
and personality programmes); sports presentation; children's programmes; foreign
broadcasters and those broadcasting to worldwide audiences.
A Mathematician’s Practical Guide to Mentoring Undergraduate Research
Jan 30 2020 A Mathematician's Practical Guide to Mentoring Undergraduate
Research is a complete how-to manual on starting an undergraduate research
program. Readers will find advice on setting appropriate problems, directing
student progress, managing group dynamics, obtaining external funding, publishing
student results, and a myriad of other relevant issues. The authors have decades of
experience and have accumulated knowledge that other mathematicians will find
extremely useful.
Handbook of Community Management Aug 07 2020 This book is an in-depth
tutorial on how to make communities work to really improve business
performance. It covers principles and proven practices that ensure community
success and longevity, provides tips and techniques for leading communities and
communities programs that the reader can apply immediately, looks at different
types of communities and the technologies that support them, and illustrates

communities in practice.
Rule the Room Oct 28 2019 Rule the Room is the product of Jason Teteak’s
twenty-year experience as a trainer and coach. His thoroughly tested advice covers
every presenter’s concerns, from hooking the audience immediately to entertaining
them, and from overcoming your fears to handling questions. He covers every
base—content creation, delivery, audience management— with an overview plus
step-by-step instructions, review exercises, and scores of specific and practical tips.
Whether you want to persuade, motivate, teach, or inspire, Rule the Room can be
your guide.
The Presenter's EZ Graphics Kit Mar 14 2021 "Create new images at will, or reuse
the authors' or your own images again and again. Become your own graphics
department, and add this book to your library."--BOOK JACKET.
Tables of Redemption Values for United States Savings Notes for the Months
of ... Apr 02 2020
Introduction to Health Research Methods: A Practical Guide Feb 10 2021
Designed to empower new investigators to conduct their own original research
projects, the third edition of Introduction to Health Research Methods: A Practical
Guide leads the reader step-by-step guide in performing quantitative and
qualitative research in medicine, public health, and other clinical and population
health fields. Organized in five sections, the text covers the entire research process
from formulating a study question and selecting a study approach to collecting and
analyzing data and then disseminating the findings. Chapters about methods for
primary studies (collecting new data), secondary analyses (analyzing existing data),
and tertiary studies (conducting literature reviews and meta-analyses) provide
comprehensive coverage of the scope of health research. By breaking the research
process down into a series of achievable steps, Introduction to Health Research
Methods shows students and early career scholars how they can contribute to
improving the health of individuals and communities through research. The Third
Edition has been significantly updated to include: - Expanded coverage of
qualitative research methods, including new chapters on qualitative study design,
data collection, and data analysis. - Additional glossary terms that clarify key
terminology for all stages of the research process and a diversity of study
approaches. - Enhanced explanations of how to select and implement quantitative
and qualitative research and analysis methodologies. - New and updated coverage
of topics such as framing research questions, developing testable hypotheses,
defining specific aims, responsibly conducting research, selecting study designs,
minimizing bias, applying theoretical paradigms, ensuring rigor and
reproducibility, conducting quality assessment, managing grants, and more.
The Busy Person's Guide To Great Presenting May 16 2021 In this book you
will find a clear, simple, and reliable structure which will ensure you can engage
your audience, build rapport and get your message heard and acted on. Lee Warren

reveals the tricks and tools of professional performers so you too can become a
confident, assured presenter.
Evangelium Presenter's Guide Oct 01 2022 Attractive Presentations on the Catholic
Faith
The Presenter's Fieldbook Jun 28 2022 This guidebook is ideal for anyone who
has ever had to stand up in front of a group and make a presentation--novices and
experts alike This book is a practical hands-on resource full of ideas and successproven strategies that not only put you at ease when you're the focus of everyone's
attention, but actually help you improve the effectiveness of your presentations.
Host Family Survival Kit Apr 14 2021 Each year thousands of families throughout
the United States and the world open their homes and hearts to international high
school exchange studentsâ??sharing their own culture and learning about another.
As these families face the challenges and joys of hosting, Nancy Kingâ??s and Ken
Huff â??s Host Family Survival Kit will provide them with valuable information
and advice to help ensure that their experience will be a success. Authors King and
Huff provide an overview of hosting, defining the role that exchange students play
in the host family, outlining the skills needed by host parents and discussing the
effect of culture on the host family/exchange student relationship. They then divide
the hosting experience into nine stages, making recommendations on what to
expect and how to handle day-to-day situations. Throughout, they include
insightful quotes and pertinent examples from experienced host families. In this
second edition, they have made major revisions to all of the original chapters. In
addition, they have added two new chapters and three new appendices. The Host
Family Survival Kit is an indispensable guide to the hosting experience, and will
leave readers both excited about and well prepared for their role as host parents.
Virtual Presenting Dec 31 2019 Responding to the widespread and continued
acceleration of virtual working practices in recent years, Virtual Presenting
provides a clear guide to producing, presenting and broadcasting in a remote
context. Unlike traditional studio production where a presenter is surrounded by a
crew and cameras, the virtual presenter is often isolated or connected to a remote
crew. Virtual Presenting explains how to make an authentic connection across
great spaces, linked only via Internet. Topics covered include how to build a virtual
setup; how to appear on camera; how to appear confident and comfortable; and
how to optimize your presentation voice. The authors demonstrate how to tell
effective stories across the entire new media landscape of webcasting, webinars,
livestreams and virtual events. Finally, success stories and case studies from
teachers, students, and professionals are interwoven to show how these guidelines
translate into best practice. Virtual Presenting will be a valuable resource for
students of media production and remote broadcasting as well as professionals
looking to become stronger communicators and visual presenters.
Tough Training Topics Nov 21 2021 Written by Dr. Steve Albrecht, a battle-

hardened trainer who has spent much of his professional life taking assignments
most trainers would rather avoid, this vital resource presents Albrecht’s proven
approach for surviving the really tough training topics. Tough Training Topics
covers a wide-variety of thorny issues including sexual harassment prevention,
drug and alcohol policies, workplace violence prevention, hostile terminations,
stress management, safety and security education, employee orientations, conflict
resolution, and many more.
The TV Presenter's Career Handbook Aug 31 2022 You can present to camera,
speak to time, read autocue, conduct an interview, write and memorise scripts; you
have a showreel, headshots and a CV—but what next? How do you decide which
genre to go for, market yourself and establish your career? The TV Presenter’s
Career Handbook is full of information and advice on how to capitalise on your
presenter training and contains up-to-date lists of resources to help you seek work,
market yourself effectively, and increase your employability. Contents include
raising your profile, what kinds of companies to aim for and how to contact them,
what to do with your programme idea, video and radio skills, creating your own
TV channel, tips from agents, specialist genres such as News, Sports, Technology,
Children’s and Shopping channels, breaking into the US, and more! Features
interviews and case studies with over 80 experts so you can learn from those who
have been there first, including: Maxine Mawhinney and Julian Worricker BBC
News anchors, Jon Bentley and Jason Bradbury presenters The Gadget Show,
Melvin Odoom KISS FM, Gemma Hunt presenter Swashbuckle, Matt Lorenzo
presenter Premier League, Tony Tobin chef/presenter Ready Steady Cook and
Saturday Kitchen, Alison Keenan and Marie-Francoise Wolff presenters QVC,
Maggie Philbin and Jem Stansfield presenters Bang Goes the Theory, Kate Russell
presenter BBC Click, Sarah Jane Cass Senior Talent Agent Somethin’ Else Talent,
Emma Barnett award-winning radio presenter, David McClelland Technology
presenter Rip Off Britain, Louise Houghton and Tina Edwards presenters London
Live, Fran Scott presenter Absolute Genius with Dick and Dom, and Claire
Richmond founder findatvexpert.com
Tables of Redemption Values for United States Dec 11 2020
How to Present Jan 24 2022 Do you get nervous when presenting at work? Do you
want to showcase your knowledge, influence people and accelerate your career?
Would you like to learn the secrets of successful speaking, communicating and
presenting? How to Present reveals how you can be a confident, clear and
influential presenter every time. Presentation skills expert Michelle Bowden shares
her internationally proven 13-step system to exceptional presenting, starting with
analysis (plan what you would like to achieve), then design (put your presentation
together) and delivery (communicate your message for results). Whether you're
presenting or speaking to one person or thousands, this is the essential guide to
becoming an outstanding presenter. How to Present will help you: maximise your

impact in meetings, conferences and conversations manage your nerves so you feel
calm and confident engage your audience and master the art of persuasion deliver
your message clearly and with authority command attention and achieve your
goals! There is no other book on the market like this that will take you step-by-step
through the process of successful presenting. —Steve Weston, Managing Director
of Retail Lending, UK Retail and Business Banking division, Barclays
Presenting on TV and Radio Dec 23 2021 Become a successful presenter with
this entertaining and informative guide written by a broadcasting expert.
A Student's Guide to Studying Psychology Feb 22 2022 Thomas M. Hefferman
provides insights into the most critical aspects of studying psychology. It is written
for students at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels along with those
deciding whether to take psychology as an academic subject.
English for Academic Research: A Guide for Teachers Sep 19 2021 Scientific
English is possibly the most rewarding area of EFL teaching. It differs from
English for Academic Purposes (EAP) as it is directed to a much smaller audience:
PhD and postdoc students. Courses on Scientific English are held in universities
throughout the world, yet there is very little support for teachers in understanding
what to teach andhow to teach it. This guide is part of the English for Academic
Research series. Part 1 of the book sheds light on the world of academia, the
writing of research papers, and the role of journal editors and reviewers. Part 2
gives practical suggestions on how to help your students improve their presentation
skills. In Part 3 you will learn how to teach academic skills using nonacademic
examples. Parts 1-3 are thus useful for anyone involved in teaching academic
English, whether they have used the other books in the series or not. Part 4
suggests two syllabuses for teaching writing and presenting skills, based on the two
core books: English for Writing Research Papers English for Presentations at
International Conferences This book will help you i) understand the world of your
students (i.e. academic research),ii) plan courses, and iii) exploit the What's the
Buzz? sections in the books on Writing, Presentations, Correspondence and
Interacting on Campus. Adrian Wallwork has written over 30 books covering
General English (Cambridge University Press, Scholastic), Business English
(Oxford University Press), and Scientific English (Springer). He has trained several
thousand PhD students from all over the world to write and present their research.
Adrian also runs a scientific editing service: English forAcademics (E4AC).
The Technical Production Handbook Mar 26 2022 This handbook is designed for
specific use by performing arts presenters and touring companies. These companies
pose an immense range of production requirements and challenges to a presenter.
The book stresses the basics of technical production with an emphasis on
presenting dance. Dance has more inherent pitfalls in its production requirements,
yet is on tour the most of any of the performing arts. The first section deals with
needs and responsibilities common to both theater and dance. The second section

singles out separate production aspects of each. The third section is a glossary of
terms to help the presenter understand the technical language of production.
Chapters include: (1) "Introduction"; (2) "Presenters and Performers"; (3)
"Differences between Disciplines"; and (4)"What Does It Mean? A Glossary of
Terms." Appendices offer additional information on technical riders, technical
questionnaires, sample light plots, section drawing of the theater, fly system crosssection, and hanger log. (EH)
A Guide to Faculty Development Jun 24 2019 "Some material in this book is
based on A Handbook for new practitioners published by New Forums Press in
1988"--T.p. verso.
Native Host Plants for Texas Butterflies Aug 26 2019 While many growers
focus on attracting adult butterflies to their gardens, fewer know about the plants
that caterpillars need to survive. Native host plants—wildflowers, trees, shrubs,
vines, grasses, and sedges—not only provide a site for the butterfly to lay its eggs,
they also provide a ready food source for the emerging caterpillar. Think of these
plants as the nurseries of the garden. This user-friendly, heavily illustrated field
guide describes 101 native larval host plants in Texas. Each species account
includes descriptive information on each plant, a distribution map, and photos of
both the caterpillars and adult butterflies who frequent those plants. An adult
butterfly may nectar on a wide variety of flowers, but caterpillars are much more
restricted in their food sources. Some feed on only a limited number of plant
species, so female butterflies seek out these specific plants to lay their eggs. For
example, the host plants for Monarch caterpillars are various species of milkweed.
Often, these plants are not the same as the ones the adult butterfly will later use for
nectar. Learning more about the plants caterpillars need is crucial for butterfly
conservation. Butterflies’ dependency on specific caterpillar host plants is one of
the key factors restricting their range and distribution. Armed with this knowledge,
readers can also hone their ability to find specific species of breeding butterflies in
nature. This is a handy guide whether you are in the field searching for butterflies
or on the hunt for butterfly-friendly options at your local plant sale.
How to Give a Pretty Good Presentation Aug 19 2021 Reduce the time and
stress associated with your presentations Bookshelves are crowded with books on
how to be an exceptional presenter and promise to produce a brilliant, standingovation speaker. But what about a presentation resource for the rest of us? There
are so many of us regular folk who who want to spend just a little time and effort to
get over the big hurdle of giving a presentation, but don't know where to turn for
advice. How to Give a Pretty Good Presentation is the easy answer to this common
need. Straightforward, entertaining, and well-organized, this user-friendly resource
will walk you step-by-step through the process from how to write, rehearse, and
deliver a pretty good presentation that will make you appear confident, memorable,
and competent. Although it does not promise the moon (or a standing ovation), this

public speaking survival guide will help you: Appear confident (even while still
feeling nervous!) Take the spotlight off of you and put it on your content Save time
Not put people to sleep with your PowerPoint Presentation Produce better results
Make better impressions Reduce the feelings of dread, sleeplessness, and
procrastination associated with your presentations Prepare even if you've waited
until the day before or an hour before your presentation is to be given Whatever
your job, if you need to give a presentation and are feeling overwhelmed by it,
How to Give a Pretty Good Presentation is there for you. If you want to reduce the
time and stress associated with your presentations now and pass all future
presentation opportunities with flying colors, then pick up this fun and accessible
guide; you'll no doubt like the resulting improvement in both your personal and
professional bottom line.
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